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Abstract

We study optimal dynamic voting procedures when voting is
costly. For a highly stylized speci�cation of our model with private
values, two alternatives, and binary, equally likely types we show the
optimality of a voting procedure that combines two main elements:
(i) there is an arbitrarily chosen default decision and abstention is
interpreted as a vote in favor of the default; (ii) voting is sequential
and is terminated when a supermajority requirement, which declines
over time, is met. We show the optimality of such a voting proce-
dure by arguing that it is �rst best, that is, it maximizes welfare
when equilibrium constraints are ignored, and by showing that indi-
vidual incentives and social welfare are su�ciently aligned to make
a �rst best procedure incentive compatible. We also provide coun-
terexamples where no �rst best procedure is incentive compatible
when voters' binary types are not equally likely.
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1 Introduction

The mechanism design literature usually imposes no restrictions on the
outcomes that a planner can assign to a terminal history of a game form.
This assumes that agents have no intrinsic preferences over the actions that
they take in a mechanism. An exception is the literature on endogenous
participation and mechanism design. In this literature positive participa-
tion costs arise at every terminal history along which an agent takes an
action other than the action �abstention.� Papers in this line of research
include Stegeman (1996) and Celik and Yilankaya (2009) who consider
welfare/pro�t maximizing auction design with endogenous participation.

The papers listed above only allow the planner to choose mechanisms
in which agents make their participation decisions simultaneously. But if
the objective of the planner includes participation costs, then it may be
advantageous to allow for sequential participation. This may save partici-
pation costs because some agents may recognize that it is not worthwhile
for them to participate, given their knowledge of previous agents' actions.
The planner thus needs to optimize over a large class of extensive game
forms and their sequential equilibria.

Here we solve this problem for a particular application, voting with
costly participation, but we hope that our formulation will be useful also
for other applications, such as auction design. Participation costs in voting
have been studied before,1 but the problem of the optimal design of voting
rules in the presence of participation costs has not been addressed. We pro-
pose a formulation of this problem that allows for sequential mechanisms,
i.e. we allow some voters to condition their participation decision on pre-
vious voters' choices. In practice, it may be that a small committee votes
�rst, and a larger population is only asked to vote if no su�ciently large
majority can be established in the smaller committee.2 This resembles
referendum procedures in California or Switzerland where a referendum
must �rst attract a quorum of signatures before being put in front of the
general electorate. In the �rst stage the default is that the referendum
fails; this default needs to be overcome by su�cient participation.

In the model, a set of voters has to choose one of two candidate A;B.
Each voter has a strict preference over candidates, and knows his or her
own preference, but not other voters' preferences. Participation in the
voting procedure has known positive costs that may di�er across voters.
The game form has to satisfy some restrictions that make the interpretation

1See, e.g. Börgers (2004), Ghosal and Lockwood (2009), Krasa and Polborn (2009).
2The economics department at the University of Michigan operates such a rule for

decisions about certain types of o�ers of faculty positions.
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of certain branches as �abstention�, or �participation� meaningful.

Our main result is that if voters are equally likely to prefer A or B there
is a simple optimal voting procedure: voters vote sequentially in the order
of increasing participation costs. Participation is voluntary and abstention
is interpreted as a vote for a default candidate. A candidate is elected if
a su�ciently large supermajority of voters who have expressed their pref-
erence � either by voting or by not voting � favors the candidate. This
procedure exploits the assumption that abstention is free and can be in-
terpreted as if it was a vote. Arguably, abstention is in practice sometimes
observed as an expression of a preference. If, for example, a department
chair informs department members that she will take one particular course
of action unless a majority of members objects, this establishes that ab-
stention is interpreted as a vote. It may be that voting terminates at a
stage when remaining voters could still overturn the majority. Continued
voting until the will of majority is established without any possibility of
mistake is costly and requires many voters to be polled, particularly when
the alternative to the default is preferred.

In practice, when not all voters participate, the number of voters who
is consulted is often determined ex ante, for example by forming a commit-
tee. In our model, by contrast, voters vote sequentially, and the decision
whether to consult further voters depends on the size of the majority estab-
lished so far. The optimality of this procedure relies on our assumption
that observing the progress of voting is free. Only actual participation
carries costs. Observation may only require watching a computer screen,
whereas participation requires actual presence in a room. As an extreme
case, one may have in mind members of the US congress who watch roll-
call votes on a screen in their o�ces and enter the chamber to cast their
vote only if the current margin of votes makes it optimal.

Our e�ciency result relies on the assumption that voters prefer can-
didates A and B with equal probability.3 In this case the choice of the
default candidate is arbitrary which is important when dealing with the
externalities that one voter's participation imposes on other voters. In
Section 5 we provide two counterexamples that show how �rst best pro-
cedures are not incentive compatible when A, say, is more likely preferred
than B and must thus be the default candidate in a �rst best procedure.

Our work contributes to the literature on dynamic mechanism design.
Important papers in this literature, e.g. Pavan et al. (2014), consider prob-
lems where the underlying problem itself is dynamic in that additional

3However, we point out in footnote 10 that our result is not knife-edge and carries
through when A and B are preferred with almost equal probability.
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actions or information become available over time. In our work the ba-
sic problem is static, that is, all actions and all private information are
available at the outset, yet the optimal mechanism is dynamic.

The problem of maximizing welfare over the set of all dynamic voting
processes and their sequential equilibria has also been considered by Ger-
shkov and Szentes (2009).4 However, whereas we consider a private value
setting, they consider a setting with common values. While in our setting
participation is costly, in their setting information acquisition is costly.5

As is the case in our paper, they cannot restrict attention to static revela-
tion games but instead need to consider all extensive game forms.

It is interesting to compare Gershkov and Szentes' analytical approach
to ours. Both papers �rst identify a canonical class of mechanisms to which
one can restrict attention. We then show that the �rst best mechanisms in
this class, i.e. those that maximize ex ante expected welfare when incentive
constraints are relaxed, are incentive compatible when voters are equally
likely to prefer either candidate. The key idea is that, by interpreting
abstention as a vote for some candidate, the planner can e�ectively choose
which action is costly and which action is free. In particular, he can always
make the action with positive expected externalities freely available to
agents. Therefore, if the �rst best mechanism asks an agent to take a
costly action, this request is not based on some positive externalities of
this action, but on its bene�ts to this particular agent. Therefore, the
request is incentive compatible.

In contrast, �rst best mechanisms are not incentive compatible in Ger-
shkov and Szentes' model. In their set-up, the costs of actions are intrinsic
to those actions. If information acquisition has positive externalities, then
the planner has no way of making information acquisition free. If a �rst
best mechanism asks an agent to acquire information, this request may
well be based on the positive externalities from information acquisition
rather than on that agent's own interests. The request may therefore not
be incentive compatible. Similarly, when voters are more likely to prefer
candidate A in our model, then a �rst best mechanism must declare A the
default to economize on voting costs. But then it may be the case that
participation and voting for B imposes a positive externality on others and
incentive compatibility of the �rst best mechanism may fail. We illustrate
this with the two counterexamples in Section 5 mentioned before.

Gershkov and Szentes' canonical mechanisms provide minimal infor-
mation to voters to relax voters' incentive constraints. Even with this

4Fadel and Segal (2009) also maximize over a set of extensive games.
5However this di�erence is not essential. Section 7.1 shows that our model is equiv-

alent to a model with information acquisition.
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construction, they do not obtain incentive compatibility of the �rst best
mechanism. By contrast, we consider mechanisms in which all informa-
tion about previous votes is revealed to agents and show that even though
such a mechanism maximizes the opportunities for deviations, the optimal
canonical mechanism is incentive compatible.6 We view this maximal in-
formativeness as an attractive feature of our mechanism because in practice
it may be di�cult to conceal information from voters.

Considering information acquisition costs rather than participation
costs, Bergemann and Välimäki (2002) �nd for a general environment with
independent private values and transferable utility that Vickrey-Clarke-
Groves mechanisms provide socially optimal incentives for information ac-
quisition. Our main result is related in that it also proves the incentive
compatibility of a �rst best solution, but the underlying intuition is di�er-
ent: the transfer payments in a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism induce
perfectly aligned individual and social incentives, whereas in our setting
individual and social incentives potentially diverge, yet equilibrium par-
ticipation decisions are socially optimal. Further results in the literature
on information acquisition in environments with transferable utility are
surveyed in Bergemann and Välimäki (2006).

Some authors have considered welfare properties of particular voting
schemes in the presence of voting costs, either in a private or in a common
value setting, without examining the general mechanism design problem,
and assuming that participation and voting choices are made at the same
time. For example, Börgers (2004) showed in a model similar to ours
the superiority of voluntary voting over mandatory voting when voting
is costly. Ghosal and Lockwood (2009) and Krasa and Polborn (2009)
describe models in which the opposite conclusion can be reached. Gershkov
and Szentes (2009) reference a number of papers that study particular
voting institutions, but in which the emphasis is not on participation costs
but on information acquisition costs.

We present our framework in Section 2. In Section 3 we consider the
planner's �rst best problem where equilibrium constraints are ignored. In
Section 4 we show that certain �rst best solutions are incentive compatible
when types are equally likely. Section 5 shows how the result of Section
4 fails when voters' types are not equally likely. Section 6 then discusses
di�culties with solving for the second best mechanism when �rst best
is not attainable. Section 7 establishes that our model is equivalent to
a model with information acquisition; it also discusses model extensions
that further illustrate the limits of our e�ciency result.

6However, our counterexamples in Section 5 are robust to withholding information.
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2 Set-Up

There are n 2 N voters i 2 N � f1; 2; : : : ; ng. The voters have to pick
one of two candidates z 2 fA;Bg. Each voter i 2 N has a type �i 2
fA;Bg, indicating which candidate i prefers. Types are random, privately
observed, and independent across voters. Each voter prefers candidate A
with probability p � 1=2 and candidate B with probability 1�p. Voter i's
Bernoulli utility is additive across the outcome of the voting process, 1 if i's
preferred candidate wins and �1 otherwise, and a participation utility, �ci
if i participated in the voting process and 0 otherwise. The distribution
of types, what each voter observes, and the Bernoulli utility functions are
common knowledge among voters and the planner. The planner seeks to
maximize the sum of all voters' ex ante expected utilities.

Our setting is obviously very special. We study this setting to focus on
methodological issues without distraction and because even in this simple
setting we can solve the planner's problem only for some parameter values.
Despite its simplicity, this setting yields results that are of some real world
plausibility, as argued in the Introduction.

The planner chooses an extensive game form that the voters use to pick
one of the two candidates, and a strategy pro�le in this game form. We
�rst describe the set of extensive game forms that the planner can choose
from. The following de�nition of extensive game forms is adapted from
Osborne and Rubinstein (1994, pp. 200-201).

De�nition 1. An extensive game form consists of:

1. The set N of players (identical to the set of voters).

2. A �nite set H of �nite sequences h with the following properties:

(a) The empty sequence ; is an element of H;

(b) If (ak)k=1;:::;K 2 H and L < K then (ak)k=1;:::;L 2 H.

(Each h is a history/node. Each component of a history is an
action, or a chance move. A history (ak)k=1;:::;K 2 H is terminal if
there is no aK+1 such that (ak)k=1;:::;K+1 2 H. The set of terminal
histories is Z. The set of actions available after a nonterminal
history h 2 H n Z is A(h) � fa : (h; a) 2 Hg.)

3. A function P that assigns to each nonterminal history h 2 H nZ
an element of N [ fCg. (P (h) is the player who takes an action
after history h. If P (h) = C then h is a chance node.)
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4. A function fC that associates with every history h for which
P (h) = C a probability measure fC(�jh) on A(h). (fC(ajh) is the
probability that action a occurs after history h.)

5. For each player i 2 N a partition Ii of fh 2 H : P (h) = ig with
the property that A(h) = A(h0) whenever h and h0 are in the
same element of the partition. (Ii is the information partition of
player i. Any set Ii 2 Ii is an information set of player i.)

6. A function D that assigns to each terminal history h 2 Z a
decision D(h) 2 [0; 1]. (D(h) is the probability that A is chosen
after history h. Candidate B is chosen with probability 1�D(h).
We also write D(h) = A if D(h) = 1, and D(h) = B if D(h) = 0.)

We next single out particular extensive game forms, namely those that
can be interpreted as decision making procedures that include voters' de-
cisions about participation in the procedure.

De�nition 2. An extensive game form is a mechanism with participa-
tion decisions if:

1. For every nonterminal history h 2 H n Z we either have:

(a) P (h) 2 N and A(h) � f0; 1g, or

(b) A(h) \ f0; 1g = ;.

(Histories that satisfy (a) are called participation nodes of player
P (h). Action 1 is interpreted as participation by voter P (h), and
action 0 as abstention by P (h).)

2. For every terminal history (ak)k=1;:::;K 2 Z and every i 2 N we
either have:

(a) if ` < K and P (a1; : : : ; a`) = i then a`+1 = 0

or there is a unique L < K such that:

(b) if ` < L and P (a1; : : : ; a`) = i then a`+1 = 0;

(c) P (a1; : : : ; aL) = i and aL+1 = 1;

(d) if ` > L and P (a1; : : : ; a`) = i then a`+1 =2 f0; 1g.

(Either player i does not participate in this terminal history, or
he participates at the L + 1st action node of the history. In the
latter case, all of i's earlier action nodes are participation nodes
at which i does not participate. Thus, before doing anything
else players have to choose to participate, although this �choice�
needn't be voluntary.)
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For every mechanism with participation decisions there is an associated
game of incomplete information in which voters �rst learn privately their
types, and then play the mechanism. Voters evaluate outcomes according
to their Bernoulli utility function. Voter i incurs the cost ci if one of
i's participation nodes is reached and i chooses to participate. We denote
strategies of player i by �i. Following Stegeman (1996) we refer to a pair of
a mechanism with participation decisions and a strategy pro�le (M; �) as a
procedure. A procedure (M; �) is incentive compatible if � is a sequential
equilibrium in the incomplete information game associated with M. The
problem in which we are interested is:

The Planner's Problem. Choose an incentive compatible procedure
(M; �) to maximize the sum of ex ante expected utilities of all voters.

3 The First-Best Problem

We �rst relax the planner's constraints by ignoring voters' incentives.

The First Best Problem. Choose any procedure (M; �) to maximize
the sum of ex ante expected utilities of all voters.

We solve the �rst best problem in two steps. In Proposition 1, which
holds for all p � 1=2, we exhibit basic properties of a �rst best procedure.
In Proposition 2 we re�ne this characterization for the case p = 1=2.

De�nition 3. A procedure (M; �) is canonical if:

(i) For each i 2 N and Ii 2 Ii: #Ii = 1. (Perfect information.)

(ii) There is no h 2 H n Z such that P (h) = C. (No chance moves.)

(iii) There are x; y 2 fA;Bg with x 6= y such that whenever P (h) = i
and A(h) = f0; 1g, then �i;x(h) = 0 and �i;y(h) = 1. If p > 1=2
then x = A and y = B. (Candidate x is the default candidate.
At a participation node, voter i participates if and only if she
opposes the default. If voters are more likely to prefer candidate
A then A is the default candidate.)

(iv) For every h = (a1; : : : ; aK) 2 Z and i 2 N there is at most one
` < K such that P (a1; : : : ; a`) = i. Moreover then A(a1; : : : ; a`) =
f0; 1g. (A voter makes at most one decision in any history. This
decision is a participation decision. Participation is voluntary.)

(v) For every h = (a1; : : : ; aK) 2 Z de�ne n(x) = #fkjak = 0g+ (n�
K)p and n(y) = #fkjak = 1g+ (n�K)(1� p): Then D(h) = x if
n(x) > n(y), and D(h) = y if n(x) < n(y). (n(z) is the expected
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number of voters preferring candidate z. To calculate n(z), note
that voters k with ak = 0 prefer A, voters with ak = 1 prefer
B and the n � K voters who have not been consulted prefer A
with probability p and B with probability 1� p. The mechanism
chooses the candidate who is preferred by the greater expected
number of voters, given all available information.)

(vi) If #fkjak = 0g � n=2 or #fkjak = 1g � n=2 then (a1; : : : ; aK) 2
Z. (The decision process ends at the latest when a majority of
potential voters has indicated a preference for one candidate.)

Proposition 1. A solution (M; �) to the �rst best problem exists.
Moreover, there is at least one solution that is a canonical procedure.

Proposition 1 is proved in the Appendix. Our second result describes
one canonical �rst best procedure (M; �) in more detail. For history h =
(a1; : : : ; aK), we de�ne the number of remaining voters, i.e. voters who
have not had an opportunity to participate:

r(h) = #fi 2 I : P (a1; : : : ; ak) 6= i for all k = 1; 2; : : : ;Kg; (1)

and the current � positive or negative � margin of the default candidate:

m(h) = #fk � K : ak = 0g �#fk � K : ak = 1g: (2)

Proposition 2. Suppose p = 1=2 and �x an in�nite decreasing se-
quence of participation costs c1 � c2 � � � � . There is a weakly in-
creasing function � : N0 ! N0 such that for every n 2 N there is a
�rst best procedure in the problem with n voters and costs c1; � � � ; cn
that has the properties listed in Proposition 1, in which the planner
consults the voters in order of increasing voting costs ci, and in which
the planner terminates voting when jm(h)j � �(r(h)). The value �(r)
depends only on the costs of the remaining voters c1; � � � ; cr.

Proposition 2 is proved in the Appendix. Proposition 2 shows that
the optimal stopping decision depends on the number of remaining voters,
their voting costs, and the current margin for the default candidate, but
not on the total number of voters. The larger the number of remaining
voters, the larger must the current margin be for the planner to stop
voting. Voting is thus terminated only if a supermajority requirement
is met. As voting progresses, the required supermajority declines. An
optimal stopping rule is illustrated in Figure 1. With 5 remaining voters,
voting is terminated only if the current majority for one candidate is at
least �(5) = 3; with 4 remaining voters, voting is terminated if the current
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Margin

Remaining
No. of Voters

Figure 1: The optimal stopping rule for p = 1=2 and voting costs ci =
0:3 for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. The number of remaining voters r is on the
horizontal axis. The current margin m is on the vertical axis. The axes
intersect in the point (0,0). Circles labeled with A/B represent states
where the planner terminates voting and selects the respective candidate,
while circles labeled with V represent states where the planner consults a
further voter.

majority for one candidate is at least �(4) = 2. In each case the remaining
voters could overturn the existing majority if voting were continued.

The assumption p = 1=2 is important for Proposition 2. With p > 1=2
and large n the law of large numbers implies that most likely the realized
majority in the population is in favor of A. Therefore only a small majority,
if any at all, is required to terminate the vote. Of course, the required
majority for A is also small if the remaining number of voters is small.
The function � for candidate A is then single-peaked; for candidate B,
the function � is similar to the function described in Proposition 2 as
illustrated in Figure 2.

Propositions 1 and 2 describe features of one �rst best procedure, but
there may be other �rst best procedures. We conclude this section by
arguing that when n � 3 and voting costs ci are su�ciently small no
static procedure � in which all moves, including participation decisions,
are simultaneous � can be optimal. We assume for simplicity that costs
are constant, ci = c for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n and that n is odd.

When c is su�ciently close to zero all voters who reject the default
participate in the optimal static procedure. Thus, with positive probability
all voters participate. Applying the transformation described in the proof
of Proposition 1 to this procedure then strictly increases expected welfare
by terminating voting when the current majority cannot be overturned
anymore. The optimal static procedure is therefore not �rst best.
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Margin

Remaining
No. of Voters

Figure 2: The optimal stopping rule for p = 0:68 and voting costs ci =
0:3 for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. If voting starts in the point (r;m) = (10; 0),
candidate A is chosen without vote.

We can use Proposition 2 to calculate numerically the welfare in the
planner's solution and in the optimal static procedure. For n = 10, c = 0:3,
and p = 1=2 the planner's solution is the mechanism illustrated in Figure
1 while the optimal static mechanism asks seven voters to participate.7

Expected welfare is 1:14 in the optimal static mechanism, and 1:44 in the
optimal dynamic mechanism. Thus, allowing for dynamic participation
increases welfare by 26%.

4 Incentive Compatibility of First Best Procedures

In Propositions 1 and 2 we neglected voters' incentive constraint. As any
voter only moves once in a canonical procedure, a strategy pro�le � is an
equilibrium if a voter who is supposed to participate and bear the costs
ci �nds it optimal to do so. Now the utilitarian planner consults voter i
to base the choice of the candidate on i's preferences. This suggests that
incentive compatibility may be easy to achieve. This intuition is borne out
by the following proposition for the case p = 1=2, but if p > 1=2 it may be
wrong, as we shall see in Section 5.

Call a canonical �rst best procedure (M; �) minimal if it has the
smallest number of histories among canonical �rst best procedures.

Proposition 3. Suppose p = 1=2. Any canonical �rst best procedure
(M; �) is incentive compatible. Moreover, if (M; �) is minimal then
� is the unique sequential equilibrium of the incomplete information
game induced by M.

7Thus, unlike in the above argument where c is assumed to be su�ciently small, this
optimal static mechanism may choose the ex post �wrong� candidate.
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Proof. We begin by proving that (M; �) is incentive compatible. First, all
information sets of the mechanism are reached with positive probability.
Therefore, beliefs are given by Bayesian updating and strategies form a
sequential equilibrium if and only if they are sequentially rational given
these beliefs.

To prove sequential rationality we consider, in an intermediate step,
a modi�cation ( ~M; ~�) of (M; �). The modi�cation di�ers from (M; �)
in that at every node h the action preferred by voters other than P (h)
is available for free, while the action that others do not prefer requires
costly participation. We then show that ( ~M; ~�) is incentive compatible
and �nally argue that therefore (M; �) must also be incentive compatible.

To formally construct ( ~M; ~�) �x a non-terminal history h of M with
player P(h) = i and, for z 2 fA;Bg, let w�i(h; z) be the expected welfare
of voters other than i, conditional on reaching h, if voter i �votes for z.�
By �voting for z� we mean �not participating� if z is the default candidate,
and �participating� if z is not the default candidate. Assume wlog that
w�i(h;A) � w�i(h;B). If A is the default candidate, we don't change
(M; �) at h. If B is the default candidate, we switch labels: we label the
action that voter i's type A takes as �0�, i.e. �abstention�, and the action
that voter i's type B takes as �1�, i.e. �participation�. Doing this for any
non-terminal history h of M, we obtain the modi�cation ( ~M; ~�).

Clearly, ( ~M; ~�) is another solution to the �rst best problem as ( ~M; ~�)
and (M; �) lead to the same outcomes, the same expected aggregate par-
ticipation costs (as p = 1=2), and therefore the same expected welfare.

As ( ~M; ~�) solves the �rst best problem, conditional on reaching any
node h, the conditional expected welfare if players choose according to ~�
is at least as large as the conditional expected welfare if both types of i
abstain at h, thus expressing a preference for the candidate A preferred by
the others, and all later players follow ~�. Letting �(h; 0) be the probability
that candidate A is chosen if i abstains, and �(h; 1) be the probability that
A is chosen if i participates,8 this implies:
�
w�i(h;A) + 2�(h; 0)� 1

��
2 +

�
w�i(h;B) + (1� 2�(h; 1))� ci

��
2 �

�
w�i(h;A) + 2�(h; 0)� 1

��
2 +

�
w�i(h;A) + (1� 2�(h; 0))

��
2: (3)

Simplifying, we obtain:

w�i(h;B) + 2(�(h; 0)� �(h; 1)) � w�i(h;A) + ci: (4)

8These probabilities, as well as the expected values w�i(h; z), do not depend on
player i's type because types are independent across players.
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By assumption we have w�i(h;B) � w�i(h;A), so that (4) implies:

2(�(h; 0)� �(h; 1)) � ci: (5)

Thus, voter i's participation reduces the probability that A is chosen by
at least ci=2. This is exactly the condition for participation of voter i to
be sequentially rational in ~M if i prefers candidate B. That abstention
is sequentially rational in ~M if i prefers candidate A is obvious because
abstention increases at no cost A's election probability by at least ci=2.
This concludes the proof of sequential rationality of ~�.

Now we return to the original solution (M; �) of the �rst best problem.
At history h, �voting for candidate z 2 fA;Bg�, that is, taking type z's
action prescribed by � increases the probability of electing candidate z
by the same amount as in mechanism ~M, namely �(h; 0)� �(h; 1), which
exceeds ci=2. Thus, (M; �) is incentive compatible.

To prove the last sentence of the proposition assume (M; �) minimal.
Then inequality (3) must be strict at every history h: Otherwise, pruning
history h and the subtree following participation at h from the modi�ed
procedure ( ~M; ~�) keeps welfare constant; thus the canonical version of this
pruned procedure is a �rst best procedure with fewer nodes, contradicting
the minimality of (M; �). Inequality (3) being strict implies that inequal-
ity (5) is also strict. Therefore, by backward induction, the sequential
equilibria ~�; � are unique.

5 Deviation Incentives in First Best Procedures

If p > 1=2, the canonical �rst best voting procedure need not be incentive
compatible. In this case, A must always be the default candidate in a �rst
best procedure to economize on participation cost. But then, if voter i's
participation and vote for B creates positive externalities, i's participation
may be desirable to the planner while i does not have su�cient incentives
to participate.9;10

When p > 1=2, participation at a given history can impose externalities
on three classes of voters: previous voters, potential future voters, and non-
voters. The latter can be thought of as being excluded from the decision
making committee; as these voters are more likely to prefer A, participation

9In contrast, if p = 1=2, the planner can avoid positive externalities by labeling the
choice with a positive externality �non participation� and the other �participation.�

10While Propositions 2 and 3 may fail for general p 2 (0:5; 1], they do not depend on
the knife-edge assumption p = 1=2: For generic ci, inequalities (3)-(5) � as well as the
inequalities that de�ne the optimal stopping rule in Proposition 2 � are strict and all
terms depend continuously on p. Thus, they also hold for p close to 1=2.
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imposes a negative externality on them. The externality on past voters
is positive i� a majority voted for B. Externalities for future voters are
more complex. Participation may make it more or less likely that they are
pivotal and may increase or decrease their expected participation costs.
Therefore, the externality's sign is ambiguous. Below we give two examples
illustrating these externalities.

We have chosen the two examples such that the positive externalities
are su�ciently large to make participation socially desirable, but individ-
ually undesirable, so that the �rst best is not incentive compatible. In a
large number of examples that we have numerically investigated, we have
found many parameter values for which the �rst best is incentive compat-
ible.11 Curiously, numerical analysis suggests that �rst best is incentive
compatible whenever all voters have identical voting costs, regardless of
the value of p. We have, however, no proof that this is indeed the case.
For each example, we present the canonical �rst best procedure and then
discuss private incentives.

Example 1. Assume n = 3, p = 0:75, c1 = 0:3, c2 = 1:6 and c3 = 1:8.
The canonical �rst best voting procedure is shown in Figure 3.

No. of Voters
Consulted

Margin

No. of Voters
Consulted

Margin

Figure 3: Canonical �rst best procedure for Examples 1 and 2. The Figure
is to be read like Figures 1 and 2, except that the horizontal axis shows
the number of voters already consulted rather than the number of voters
remaining. In Example 1 (left panel) voter 2's type B prefers not to
participate at the double circled node. In Example 2 (right panel) voter
1's type B prefers not to participate at the double circled node.

In this example, in the canonical �st best procedure, voter 2, when
asked to participate after voter 1 voted for B, will not �nd it in his in-
terest to participate, and the �rst best is not incentive compatible: By
participating, voter 2 secures that the outcome is B. If he does not par-
ticipate, he passes the decision to voter 3, and there is a probability of

11Drawing a uniform random sample of size 106 with p between 1/2 and 1, n between
3 and 10, and ci independent and between 0.05 and 2.1, we found that the �rst best
satis�ed incentive compatibility (at all histories) in approximately 65% of all cases.
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0.75 that the outcome will not be B. This yields for voter 2 an expected
utility gain of 1.5 from participating, but the costs of participation are 1.6.
Therefore, voter 2 does not want to participate.

The reason why the planner wants voter 2 to participate is that his
participation has a net positive externality for the other voters. Speci�-
cally, there are a positive and a negative externality from his participation.
The positive externality is on voter 1. Voter 2's participation decision only
arises when voter 1 favors B, and thus by participating voter 2 clinches
the vote for B, voter 1's preferred outcome. This raises voter 1's expected
utility by 1.5. The negative externality from voter 2's participation con-
cerns voter 3. If voter 2 participates, candidate B is chosen, and voter 3
has no say. If voter 2 does not participate, the choice of candidate is left
to voter 3. Voter 3's expected utility from the candidate chosen is lowered
by 1.5 if B is chosen regardless of his preferences. From this we have to
subtract voter 3's expected participation, 0.25*1.8=0.45. Thus, the total
externality of voter 2's participation on other voters' welfare is 0.45, which
outweighs voter 2's expected loss of 0.1 and makes participation welfare
increasing. Note the subtlety of the argument explaining the net positive
externality of voter 2's participation: the key observation is that voter
1's participation costs are sunk when voter 2 has to decide whether to
participate, whereas voter 3's participation costs are not yet sunk.

We now modify our parameters to create an example in which the
externalities of the problematic voter's decision concern only future voters.

Example 2. Assume n = 3, p = 0:75, c1 = 0:55, c2 = 0:6 and c3 = 3.
The canonical �rst best voting procedure is shown in Figure 3.

In this example, the �rst best voting procedure is not incentive com-
patible for voter 1. His participation raises the probability of choosing B
by 0:25, implying a utility gain of 0:5, less than the participation costs.
The planner wants voter 1 to participate because of the positive external-
ity on voter 2. By participating voter 1 hands the decision to voter 2,
and thus raises voter 2's expected utility. If voter 1 did not participate,
candidate A would be chosen without voter 2 being consulted. Voter 2's
utility increases from 0.5 if he gets A for sure to 1� (1� p)c2 = 0:85. On
the other hand, the externality on voter 3 is negative. His utility decreases
from 0.5 if he gets A for sure to 0.25 if he gets A with probability p. Thus,
the aggregate positive externality 0:35�0:25 = 0:1 outweighs 1's expected
loss of 0:55 � 0:5 = 0:05 if he participates, and makes 1's participation
welfare optimal.

In the �rst best procedure in Example 2 the decision is delegated to
a committee consisting of voters 1 and 2. However, voter 3's existence is
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important, for it is his existence that makes the optimal committee size
two. Without him the optimal committee size drops to one.

When the canonical �rst best procedure is not incentive compatible,
one might wonder whether there are perhaps non-canonical procedures
that achieve �rst best and are incentive compatible. We now show that
this is not the case in Examples 1 and 2.

Proposition 4. Suppose n; c1; : : : ; cn; and p are such that among all
canonical procedures there is a unique procedure that achieves �rst
best welfare. If in this procedure some voter i has only one action
node, and if participation at this node is not incentive compatible for
voter i, then no �rst best procedure (M; �) is incentive compatible.

This proposition applies to Examples 1 and 2 because in both examples
every voter, including the deviating voter, has at most one action node and
the optimal canonical procedure is unique.

Proof. Fix a �rst best procedure (M; �). We shall prove that the player i
referred to in the proposition can improve his payo� by deviating from �i.
In general, � can involve mixed strategies and thus constitute a probability
distribution over pure strategy pro�les. Let s = (si; s�i) be a pure strategy
pro�le that arises with positive probability under �. Clearly, (M; s) is also
a �rst best procedure.12

When we apply the transformation in the proof of Proposition 1 to
(M; s) we must obtain the unique �rst best canonical procedure, and no
step of the transformation can strictly increase expected welfare. Consider
the participation nodes of player i in (M; s) that are reached with positive
probability if the other players play s�i and at which di�erent types of
player i separate, i.e. type �i = A participates and type �i = B does
not. It must be that at each such participation node player i's choice
a�ects the outcome distribution. Otherwise the node could be removed,
and participation costs would be saved. But if player i's choice a�ects
the outcome, then the procedure described in the proof of Proposition 1
does not remove the participation node. Because in the unique �rst best
canonical procedure player i moves only once, it must be the case that
there is only one participation node of player i in M that is reached with
positive probability given s�i, and at which di�erent types of player imake
di�erent choices. We denote this participation node by h(s).

In (M; s), player i knows when h(s) has been reached. Also, when i
abstains at h(s) the probability of electing A must equal the probability

12If there are chance nodes, where player �Chance� mixes, this step selects one possible
action out of the support of � at these nodes.
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of electing A when i abstains in the �rst best canonical mechanism; the
respective probabilities must also coincide when i participates: No step in
the transformation in the proof of Proposition 1 changes these probabilities
as (M; s) is non-random and chooses a welfare maximizing candidate at
every history. Thus, as i's type �i = B prefers to abstain at his unique
participation node in the canonical procedure, he also has an incentive to
deviate from s and abstain at the information set that contains h(s).

Now we return to the original, mixed strategy pro�le �. To show that i
has an incentive to deviate from �, it su�ces to show that there is a si in the
support of �i such that player i has an incentive to deviate from (si; ��i).
Consider any information set of player i that contains only participation
nodes, and that is reached with positive probability under ��i. At such an
information set, player i's beliefs attach positive probability only to nodes
h(si; s�i) for s�i in the support of ��i. But by the previous paragraph
player i's type �i = B prefers to deviate from s at any of these nodes.
Therefore, player i's type B does not want to participate for any beliefs
over these nodes. Thus, i can gain by deviating from �.

6 The Second Best Problem

In Examples 1 and 2 the planner's problem with incentive compatibility
constraints involves a welfare loss compared to the �rst best. How does
one solve the planner's problem in this case? We are unable to answer this
question. This Section o�ers a conjecture, though, that might be useful.

A tool that is often used to �nd second best mechanisms is the reve-
lation principle. The revelation principle, applied to our model says that
for any sequential equilibrium of a mechanism with participation decisions
one can construct an equivalent direct mechanism in which voters reveal
their types to the planner who then implements the outcome that would
have resulted in the original mechanism if the voters had played their equi-
librium strategies. A key point in our context is the correct de�nition of
�outcomes�. An outcome must specify the choice of one of the two can-
didates, as well as participation decisions for each voter. Reporting one's
type in the direct mechanism is costless. A voter incurs participation costs
only when the direct mechanism's outcome speci�es that the voter partic-
ipates. With this notion of a direct mechanism, the standard proof of the
revelation principle shows that truth telling is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium
in the direct mechanism.

However, the direct mechanisms described in the previous paragraph
are not mechanisms with participation decisions in the sense of De�nition 2
which requires an agent to incur participation costs before taking any other
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action, such as reporting his type. When solving the planner's problem, we
cannot therefore proceed in the usual way and maximize expected welfare
among all incentive compatible direct mechanisms.

We conjecture a more useful version of the revelation principle for our
model. De�ne �dynamic direct mechanisms with participation� as mecha-
nisms with participation decisions in which any voter who participates sub-
sequently reports her type without receiving further information, and then
does not get to move again. We conjecture that for every mechanism with
participation decisions, and corresponding sequential equilibrium, there is
an equivalent dynamic direct mechanism with participation and a sequen-
tial equilibrium where voters truthfully report their types.13;14

While this version of the revelation principle reduces the class of mech-
anisms for the second best problem, it remains to be determined which
players potentially participate, in which order players make their decisions,
and which information they possess when making their decisions. We hope
that future research will further explore the second best problem.

7 Discussion

7.1 Information Acquisition

Our model assumes that voters know their types for free, but that par-
ticipation is costly. By contrast, the literature on mechanism design with
information acquisition, e.g. Gershkov and Szentes (2009), assumes that
it is costly to know one's type, but that participation is free. We now
argue that in the con�nes of our binary type model this distinction does
not matter. Speci�cally, assume that voters do not know their types and
have to learn them at cost c0i, but that participation is free. We maintain
all other assumptions of our setup, in particular private values and inde-
pendent types.15 A mechanism with information acquisition is then an
extensive game form with special �information acquisition� nodes where
voter i can learn at cost c0i whether she prefers candidate A or B.

To solve the mechanism design problem of a utilitarian planner, we
can proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1 by �rst ignoring the voters'
incentive constraints. The proof of this proposition then shows that any

13This is related to the revelation principle in Myerson (1986) where players in a
multi-stage mechanism report in each stage their private information to the planner.

14In our model with binary types, only one type of each player participates, obviating
the need to communicate the type explicitly after the participation decision.

15With common values and conditionally independent types we would recover the
model by Gershkov and Szentes (2009).
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mechanism with information acquisition is weakly welfare-dominated by
a canonical mechanism, where along a game path voter i moves at most
twice, �rst learning his type and then, immediately afterwards, announcing
it truthfully to the planner. Setting information acquisition costs equal
to expected participation costs, c0i � (1 � p)ci, the planner's �rst best
problems for information acquisition and costly participation coincide.

Now consider the incentives of voter i who is asked to learn his type
at history h. Learning his type costs c0i but allows his types to sepa-
rate. Writing �(h; z) for the probability of electing candidate A when
announcing type z, his expected utility equals p(2�(h;A) � 1) + (1 �
p)(1 � 2�(h;B)) � c0i when he learns his type and announces it truth-
fully, and p(2�(h;A)� 1) + (1� p)(1� 2�(h;A)) when he does not learn
his type and announces type A. Information acquisition is optimal if
2(1�p)(�(h;A)��(h;B)) � c0i = (1�p)ci. This is equivalent to inequality
(5), so that information acquisition is incentive compatible if and only if
at the corresponding history h of the mechanism with costly participation
voter i �nds it optimal to participate if he opposes the default. Moreover,
voter i's truth-telling constraint �(h;A) � �(h;B) � 0 is implied by the
information acquisition constraint. Hence, with independent binary types
and private values, our results for dynamic voting with costly participation
also apply to dynamic voting with costly information acquisition.

7.2 Correlated Types

A natural extension of our model is a model with correlated types. For
concreteness suppose there are two equally likely possible states of the
world, a and b, where conditional on state a (resp. b) voters' preferences
are i.i.d. with the probability of preferring A (resp. B) being p > 1=2.

In this model, it may be that no �rst best procedure is incentive com-
patible. To see this suppose for simplicity that preferences are perfectly
correlated, i.e. p = 1. Then any �rst best mechanism will invite at most
one voter to participate. Abstention is interpreted as a preference for one
candidate, and participation is interpreted as a preference for the other
candidate. This one voter's preference determines the collective choice.
However, this voter's individual incentives to participate do not re�ect his
positive externality on other voters, and he may individually prefer not to
participate even if the �rst best procedure requires him to participate.

7.3 Privately Observed Voting Costs

Another modi�cation of our model assumes that not only voters' prefer-
ences but also their voting costs ci are privately observed random variables.
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In this case, there is a new reason why �rst best procedures may not be
incentive compatible. In our model, if he so wishes, the planner can force
a type B voter to abstain by not o�ering him a participation node. In
a model with privately observed voting costs the planner may want some
type t of voter i to participate, and some other t0 not. To allow for t's
participation, a participation node must be available to voter i. But then,
as social and private incentives are not aligned, type t0 may also choose to
participate. Therefore, this modi�cation requires a separate analysis.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

We transform any procedure (M; �) into a canonical procedure with weakly
larger welfare. Then we can restrict attention to canonical procedures in
the �rst best problem. Existence of a �rst best canonical procedure then
follows from the �niteness of canonical procedures.

We now describe the transformation. If M has information sets Ii
with multiple elements, we begin by modifying M so that all information
sets are singletons. We adjust � so that i's strategy assigns to every h 2
Ii the same action that it previously assigned to Ii. This step provides
players with additional information, but then they do not make use of this
additional information. This leaves expected welfare unchanged.

Next, we remove all randomization from the extensive game form and
from the strategies. If the strategy of some player i involves randomization,
we pick from the support of that mixed strategy the pure strategy with the
largest expected welfare. We can remove all chance moves in the extensive
game form, or in the decision rule, by the same argument, treating �chance�
as one further player. We can then remove all nodes at which the chance
player chooses, replacing the branch from the chance move's predecessor to
the chance move, and from the chance move to the chance move's successor,
by a single branch that connects the predecessor to the successor. This
step weakly increases expected welfare, and does so strictly if expected
welfare di�ers across strategies in the support.

We now pick one of the two candidates as the �default candidate.� Let x
be that candidate, and let y be the other candidate. If p = 1=2 it does not
matter which candidate we pick to be the default candidate; if p > 1=2 we
pick x = A. Proceeding in an arbitrary order of players, we successively for
each player i make the following changes to the extensive game form: We
�rst consider the earliest nodes h at which player i moves. These must be
participation nodes. If one type of player i participates at h, and another
one does not participate, then we label the choice that type �i = x makes
as �0� (i.e. don't participate), and the choice that type �i = y makes as
�1� (i.e. participate). If the game tree that follows the choice 0 contains
further choices of player i, then we remove all choices except the one that
type �i = x would make at those nodes. We can then just as well remove
these nodes from the game tree, because there is only one feasible choice at
these nodes. Similarly, if the game tree that follows the choice 1 contains
further choices of i, we remove all choices except �i = y's choice, and then
remove these nodes themselves. If both types of i participate at h, then we
remove h from the game tree, assuming that i participates at this node. If
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i's types separate at some node h0 after h we relabel type x's action as 0
and type y's action as 1 at that node and remove all other actions. We also
remove all nodes between h and h0 where both types take the same action
and the nodes after the types have separated at node h0. If both types of
i don't participate at h, we remove h from the game tree, assuming that
i does not participate at this node. We iterate this operation for i until
there are no further nodes left to consider. Then we proceed to the next
player until there are no further players left to consider.

The step just described weakly increases expected welfare. Decision
costs are unchanged because we didn't change the chosen candidate for
any type realization. Moreover, in each step, if at node h exactly one type
of a player participates, the expected participation costs weakly decrease.
We may have switched which type participates, but if p = 1=2 this is
inconsequential and if p > 1=2 we have switched participation to the less
likely type y = B. Moreover, for the type that does not participate, we
have �xed that this type does not participate at future nodes either. This
potentially reduces expected participation costs. If both types participate
then we have reduced participation costs. Moreover, if both types did not
participate then we have left participation costs unchanged.

Next, at every terminal history, we modify the chosen candidate to
maximize expected welfare conditional on all revealed information.16

Finally, we remove all decision nodes that don't a�ect the �nal decision,
starting at the end of the game tree and moving iteratively to the begin-
ning. This leaves the collective decision unchanged, and weakly decreases
expected participation costs. After this step, we obtain a mechanism with
participation decisions and a strategy vector for the associated game, which
have all the properties described in De�nition 3.

Proof of Proposition 2

Throughout the proof we assume that n and ci are �xed. We examine
the planner's stopping rule in a canonical �rst best procedure. First, as
ci decreases, the planner approaches voters in order of decreasing index i;
clearly, if voters were not ordered according to increasing costs, doing so
would yield a mechanism with weakly higher welfare. Then, starting with
voter n, the planner has to choose whether to consult one further voter, or
to stop the voting process. Voters are assumed to indicate their preference
truthfully, either through participation or through abstention. Once the
planner stops, he picks the candidate favored by the majority, breaking
ties arbitrarily.

16If p = 1=2 this is the candidate preferred by the majority of polled players.
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Step 1: We take the vector (n; r;m) as the planner's state variable,
where r 2 N0 is the number of remaining voters who have not yet been
consulted, and m 2 Z is the di�erence between votes cast for the default
candidate and votes cast for the alternative candidate among the voters
consulted so far. Only states in which jmj+ r � n and n� r +m is even
are feasible.17

We de�ne�(n; r;m) to be the optimal decision in state (n; r;m), where
�(n; r;m) = 1 if the planner continues the voting process in state (n; r;m),
and �(n; r;m) = 0 otherwise. Obviously, � is only well de�ned if r � 1.
We de�ne V (n; r;m) to be the expected welfare net of past voting costs
if the planner makes optimal decisions starting in state (n; r;m). We refer
to V (n; r;m) as the �value of the planner's problem in state (n; r;m).� In
this step we develop recursive formulas for � and V where the recursion
is over r, the number of remaining voters.

When in state (n; r;m) the planner terminates the voting process, (n�
r+m)=2 voters have expressed a preference for the default, (n� r�m)=2
have expressed a preference against the default, and the r remaining voters
are equally likely to prefer the default or not. The expected welfare of
selecting the default and the alternative candidate are then m and �m, so
the optimal choice when terminating has an expected welfare of jmj.

When the planner does not terminate the process but consults voter r
he incurs expected costs cr=2, the number of remaining voters decreases
to r� 1, and the margin is equally likely to increase or decrease by 1. The
planner's optimal decision rule is thus:

End the voting process, that is, �(n; r;m) = 0, if

(V (n; r � 1;m+ 1) + V (n; r � 1;m� 1)� cr)=2 � jmj (6)

and continue, that is, �(n; r;m) = 1, if

(V (n; r � 1;m+ 1) + V (n; r � 1;m� 1)� cr)=2 > jmj: (7)

where we have assumed that the planner terminates the voting process if
indi�erent. For the expected value, we obtain the recursive formula:

V (n; r;m) = maxf(V (n; r�1;m+1)+V (n; r�1;m�1)�cr)=2; jmjg: (8)

Note that V does not depend on n. One can prove this by induction
over r. Our calculations show that it is true for r = 0, and for r > 0 the

17 Letting nx denote the voters consulted so far who voted for the default, and ny

denote the voters consulted so far who voted against the default, then we have to have:
nx+ny = n� r, and nx�ny = m, so that nx = (n� r+m)=2 and ny = (n� r�m)=2,
which are integers only if n� r +m (equivalently: n� r �m) is even.
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above recursive formula shows that V does not depend on n for r > 0 if it
does not depend on n for r� 1: Because V does not depend on n, � does
not depend on n either.

Step 2: As � and V do not depend on n we now re-de�ne their
domains as the set of all pairs (r;m) 2 N0 � Z by setting �(r;m) = 1 if
�(n; r;m) = 1 for some n, and �(r;m) = 0 if �(n; r;m) = 0 for some n.
Similarly, V (r;m) = v if and only if V (n; r;m) = v for some n.

The functions V and � are symmetric: V (r;m) = V (r;�m) and
�(r;m) = �(r;�m). This is obvious from our symmetry assumption
p = 1=2. We also note that V (r;m) = jmj and �(r;m) = 0 whenever
r � jmj, because r � jmj implies that the remaining voters cannot over-
turn the existing majority, and therefore consulting them will not change
the outcome.

Step 3: We prove that �(r;m) weakly increases in r:

�(r;m) = 1) �(r + 1;m) = 1 for all r 2 N0 and all m 2 Z: (9)

The value of stopping18 is the same in state (r;m) and in state (r+1;m):
jmj. In state (r + 1;m) the planner could also adopt the strategy that
is optimal in state (r;m) until the last voter is reached, and then always
stop, that is, ignore the last voter. As costs ci decrease in i, this strategy
has weakly lower participation costs and therefore a weakly higher value in
state (r + 1;m) as the optimal strategy does in state (r;m). The optimal
strategy in state (r + 1;m) yields a weakly higher value, so that V (r +
1;m) � V (r;m). The latter strictly exceeds jmj because �(r;m) = 1, and
so �(r + 1;m) = 1.

Step 4: We prove that � weakly decreases in m if m � 0, and weakly
decreases in jmj whenm � 0. Because of the symmetry of�, it is su�cient
to consider the case that m � 0. Thus, we show:

�(r;m) = 0) �(r;m+ 1) = 0 for all r;m 2 N0: (10)

Let �(r;m) and �(r;m+1) be the optimal stopping rules starting at states
(r;m) and (r;m+1). Also, letW (r;m) be the value of using rule �(r;m+1)
at state (r;m). As V (r;m + 1) and W (r;m) are calculated based on the
same stopping rule �(r;m+ 1), and the payo� when stopping V (r0;m0) =
jm0j increases at rate at most 1, we have V (r;m + 1) � W (r;m) � 1.
By de�nition of the continuation value at state (r;m) we have V (r;m) �

18We de�ne the �value� of a decision in a state as in Step 1: the expected welfare if
the planner continued with optimal decisions, net of participation costs incurred in the
past.
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W (r;m) and so V (r;m + 1) � V (r;m) � 1. Thus, if �(r;m) = 0 and so
V (r;m) = m, then V (r;m+ 1) � m+ 1 and so �(r;m+ 1) = 0.

Step 5: We now de�ne for every r 2 N0:

�(r) = minfjmj 2 N0 : �(r;m) = 0g: (11)

Because �(r;m) = 0 whenever r � jmj, a fact that we mentioned in Step 2
above, the set over which we take the minimum is non-empty, and therefore
the minimum exists. The monotonicity of � inm from Step 4 implies that
for every r �(r;m) = 0 whenever m � �(r) and �(r;m) = 1 otherwise.
We can complete the proof by showing that �(r) is weakly increasing in
r. This follows from the fact that the set of which �(r) is the minimum,
decreases in terms of set inclusion as r increases because �(r;m) weakly
increases in r, as we showed in Step 3.
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